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That’s all you need to say
to rewind the time for three days.

"Reset," 



INTRODUCTION&STORY
Almost half of the residents possess some form of special powers in a closed city of 
Sagrada. Their powers are wide ranging. High school boy Kei Asai has the ability to 
perfectly remember everything he experiences, while Misora Haruki, who hangs out 
with Kei a lot, can turn back the time or "reset" the world for a maximum of three days. 
When the world is reset, Haruki's memory is also reset, but as she always remembers 
Kei, the two of them together can rewrite the world.
However, Kei and Haruki share a past that can never be restored. It concerns their 
classmate Sumire Souma - she died as a consequence of a reset two years ago. As Kei 
meets with various gifted people in Sagrada, he begins to wonder if Sumire can be 
brought back by combining their powers.

Yuina Kuroshima Shuhei Nomura

"Reset" - turns back the time for up to three days

Member of Ashiharabashi High School Service Club

Kentaro

Send the voice across time and space

Ashiharabashi High School, likes music

Tina Tamashiro

Any things vanishes when she "calls" it

Member of Ashiharabashi High School Service Club (ghost member)

Yuri Tsunematsu

Manipulates memory

Former name - Eri Fujikawa (Parents divorced), Kei Asai's junior

Perfectly remembers everything he experienced in the past

Member of Ashiharabashi High School Service Club

Yuna Taira

Unknown

Died two years ago as a consequence of a "reset"

They rewrite the past and remove sorrow. Mystery novel 
masterpiece of youth mystery novel has been adapted to 
the screen in two parts. "Rewind the past" (part1) and 
"Pray for the future" (part2)!


